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Solid-particle jet formation under shock-wave acceleration2
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When solid particles are impulsively dispersed by a shock wave, they develop a spatial distribution which takes
the form of particle jets whose selection mechanism is still unidentified. The aim of the present experimental
work is to study particle dispersal with fingering effects in an original quasi-two-dimensional experiment facility
in order to accurately extract information. Shock and blast waves are generated in the carrier gas at the center of
a granular medium ring initially confined inside a Hele-Shaw cell and impulsively accelerated. With the present
experimental setup, the particle jet formation is clearly observed. From fast flow visualizations, we notice, in all
instances, that the jets are initially generated inside the particle ring and thereafter expelled outward. This point
has not been observed in three-dimensional experiments. We highlight that the number of jets is unsteady and
decreases with time. For a fixed configuration, considering the very early times following the initial acceleration,
the jet size selection is independent of the particle diameter. Moreover, the influence of the initial overpressure
and the material density on the particle jet formation have been studied. It is shown that the wave number of
particle jets increases with the overpressure and with the decrease of the material density. The normalized number
of jets as a function of the initial ring acceleration shows a power law valid for all studied configurations involving
various initial pressure ratios, particle sizes, and particle materials.
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I. OBJECTIVES21

During the past decade, many investigations have been

1

22

carried out to determine the physical mechanisms that govern23

particle jet formation during the dispersal of a granular medium24

exposed to an impulsive pressure load, i.e., shock and blast25

waves. This physical phenomenon is observed with spherical26

explosions, with charges surrounded by particles, or in nature,27

e.g., with volcanic eruptions [1]. The formation of particle jets28

is also observed during impact of solid projectile on granular29

media [2]. Most of previous experimental observations have30

been carried out so far in three-dimensional quasi-spherical31

configurations using explosives surrounded by granular layers32

[3–7]. The attempt was to correlate the particle jet sizes33

to initial parameters such as particle diameter and density,34

particle layer thickness, and strength of the incident shock35

load in order to understand the breaking mode of a solid36

particle cluster. But the 3D nature of this configuration has37

not helped to identify the origin of the jet selection. More38

recently, cylindrical experiments were performed by Frost39

et al. [8], where it was easier to visualize the particle jet40

spread. Even if it has been shown that the formation of particle41

jets depends both on the particle material properties and on42

the ratio between the particle layer mass and the explosive43

mass [3], the physical mechanism of the particle jet selection44

is still missing. In the present work we study particle dispersal45

with fingering effects in quasi-two-dimensional configurations46

using moderate pressure loads induced by shock-tube-type47

facilities connected to a Hele-Shaw cell. With this convenient48

experimental setup it is possible to conduct repetitive reliable49

experiments using a ring of particles in radial expansion50

trapped in a Hele-Shaw cell. The paper is organized as follows.51

In Sec. II, we detail the experimental setup and focus on52

*vincent.rodriguez@polytech.univ-mrs.fr
†lazhar.houas@polytech.univ-mrs.fr

the experimental protocol. In Sec. III, we present the results, 53

namely the experimental observations, the influence of the 54

cell gap, the influence of the initial pressure load impulse, 55

and density of particles on the jet formation. In Sec. IV, 56

we summarize the results obtained in these experimental 57

campaigns, in particular regarding reduced laws. 58

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 59

The present experimental study is carried out using a 60

quasi-two-dimensional facility in order to observe both inner 61

and outer interfaces of the particle layer during particle 62

dispersal. A 1900 × 1500 × 4 mm3 Hele-Shaw cell is used 63

inside which a particle ring is set to motion by a pressure pulse 64

directly initiated in the center of the particle ring as shown 65

in Fig. 1. Generally, typical Hele-Shaw cell configurations 66

present very small gaps ranging from 0.1 to 2 mm. For 67

these characteristic gap sizes, three-dimensional effects can 68

be neglected. In our case, the gap between the plates was 69

larger (4 mm) to have a sufficient amount of granular 70

matter. The gap influence is discussed subsequently and is 71

shown to be negligible. This type of facility has already 72

been used successfully for observation of granular fingering 73

instabilities [9]. In that case, finger patterns were obtained 74

after the displacement of fine granular material by the gas 75

flow. Existence of fractal structures was observed in those 76

experiments. The present experiments consider much more 77

dynamic flow situations, closed to configurations involving 78

explosives. A small conventional vertical shock tube (T32) and 79

a pressurized tank (T100) were alternatively vertically fitted 80

beneath the Hele-Shaw cell. The first creates a blast wave at 81

its exit, i.e., an impulsive pressure jump followed by a rapid 82

pressure decrease. Its driver section is 210 mm long and its 83

driven section is 945 mm long with a diameter of 32 mm. 84

Most of the experiments were carried out with this tube. The 85

second tank produces a sustained shock wave, i.e., an impulsive 86

pressure jump followed by a constant plateau. The pressurized 87
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup composed of a 4-mm-
width Hele-Shaw cell and (a) a conventional shock tube or (b) a
pressurized tank vertically fitted beneath the cell.

tank is 1150 mm long and 100 mm in diameter with a reduction88

of 32 mm at the exit section. The aim of this gas tank is to89

modify the pressure load profile exerted to the particle ring90

and to study the influence of this one on the jet formation.91

We have chosen to use moderate overpressures in order to92

better observe details during the particle dispersal. The granu-93

lar material consisted of a ring of flour or polystyrene particles94

disposed in the center of the cell and gently loaded between the95

plates using a mold around the outlet of the pressure generator96

and confined in a two-dimensional geometry allowing radial97

dispersion only. Three pressure piezosensitive gauges were98

mounted on the present experimental setup. Two of them (C199

and C2) were located along the conventional shock tube T32100

in order to determine the incident shock wave Mach number.101

The third (Cexit) recorded the pressure history at the center of102

the particle ring. To record the evolving flow pattern in the103

cell, a high-speed digital camera Photron Fastcam SA1 was104

used with an acquisition frequency of 4000 fps and a spacial105

resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixels.106

III. RESULTS107

A. Experimental observations108

In Fig. 2, an example of the breaking process of a solid109

particle ring confined in a radial two-dimensional geometry,110

issued from the experimental device, is presented. As flour111

particles are cohesive, it is difficult to measure the real mean112

diameter of a single particle. The most referenced mean value113

for the used flour (the thinnest flour) is 10 μm [10,11]. The114

initial experimental conditions are grouped in Table I.115

The present experimental observations highlight the pres-116

ence of various perturbations in granular media when exposed117

to a pressure pulse, in addition to the particle jets already118

observed in three-dimensional configurations. Moreover, the119

two-dimensional configuration allows observation inside the120

particle ring during its dispersion, which never has been done121

before.122

At t = 0 the blast wave issued from the discharge of a 123

planar shock wave from the open exit shock tube interacts 124

with the particle ring [Fig. 2(a)] and the dispersion starts. 125

First, following the initial pressure load, the particle ring 126

moves radially, showing a perfect smooth external interface. 127

However, not all particles around the inner ring surface have the 128

same velocity. Some particles are slower than others resulting 129

in particle concentration fluctuation as shown in Fig. 2(b). 130

Particle jets appear regularly around the inner surface of 131

the ring. These internal particle jets are denoted Ji in the 132

following. Then, short-wavelength perturbations appear on the 133

outer surface of the ring as shown in Fig. 2(c). The wavelength 134

of these small perturbations (along the ring outer surface) is 135

smaller than that observed for the internal jets Ji . It appears 136

that this wavelength is independent of the incident shock wave 137

(or pressure load impulse). These very thin external jets at 138

short time, denoted by J st
e tend to disappear at long times. 139

Afterwards, the particle front velocity decreases while the 140

internal particle jets Ji continue to move in the same direction 141

with the same velocity. Consequently, they cross the front 142

and are expelled outside, as shown in Fig. 2(a) at t = 20 ms. 143

Finally, these larger external jets at long times, denoted by J lt
e , 144

start their growth [Fig. 2(a) from t = 20 ms to t = 60 ms]. At 145

very long times (t = 100 ms) the number of external jets, noted 146

J vlt
e , decreases with time (this point will be described in more 147

detail later). To summarize, there are four characteristic steps. 148

At early times internal jets Ji appear around the inner surface 149

of the ring. Then very thin external jets J st
e appear all around 150

the outer surface of the ring. At long times, the external jets J lt
e 151

emanating from the internal jets Ji appear. Last, at very long 152

times, the external jets J vlt
e , resulting of jets, coalesce because 2153

of the transverse motion induced by friction effects. 154

Figure 2(d) presents a superposition of two frames taken 155

at t = 6 ms and t = 57 ms, respectively, clearly showing 156

the coincidence between Ji and J lt
e structures. These two 157

frames were extracted from the experiments shown in Fig. 2(a). 158

Indeed, it is apparent that Ji and J lt
e jets are aligned, in the 159

present case, with the same number of particle jets. 160

Furthermore, from the recorded pictures, the trajectories 161

of both the particle front and the particle jets versus time 162

have been reconstructed as shown in Fig. 3 and analyzed. 163

The crossing trajectories confirm that the jets grow inside the 164

particle ring before crossing the front at about 13 ms for this 165

experiment. 166

As mentioned above, the number of external jets decreases 167

with time. It is important to note that the process of the jet 168

selection is unsteady, i.e., the number of the jets Nj evolves 169

with time, as illustrated in Fig. 4. From this figure, it is clear that 170

the number of jets is constant from t = 0 to t = 45 ms and then 171

decreases with time, possibly induced by friction effects [12]. 172

B. Influence of the cell gap on the jet formation 173

The gap influence in the Hele-Shaw cell has been inves- 174

tigated by varying its amplitude from 1 to 10 mm in order 175

to choose the best width. The experimental conditions are 176

presented in Table II. Whatever the Hele-Shaw cell gap was, 177

the developed flow patterns induced by the radial expansion 178

of the granular medium was the same (Ji , J st
e , and J lt

e ). 179

Consequently, in the range of the gap widths considered, no 180
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130 cm

(a) 25 cm

50 cm

t=0 ms t=8 ms t=12 ms t=20 ms

t=28 ms t=46 ms t=60 ms

(b) t=5ms

 )d(sm8=t )c(

t=100 ms

FIG. 2. (a) Sequence of recorded photographs covering jet formation of flour particles set to motion by a 1.16 Mach number shock wave.
(b) Magnified view of internal jets extracted at 5 ms after the initial acceleration. (c) Magnified view of external front perturbations extracted
at 8 ms after the initial acceleration. (d) Superposition of two frames taken at 6 and 57 ms after the initial acceleration showing the correlation
between internal and external particle jets (not to scale). On the top left, the connexion wire of the pressure sensor Cexit.

significant perturbation variation appeared. However, on one181

hand, we have to impose a minimum width to have enough182

particles into the cell to observe the entire jet formation. On3 183

the other hand, if the gap is excessive, the visualization of184

the particle motion into the cell can be embarrassed with the185

superposition of several layers. Based on this preliminary186

TABLE I. Initial experimental conditions where ρp , �p , Dext, e,
Msw, and �PCexit are the material density (in kg/m3), the particle
diameter (in μm), the ring external diameter (in mm), the particle
layer thickness (in mm), the incident shock wave Mach number, and
the initial overpressure load peak (in bars), respectively.

Particles ρp �p Dext e Msw �PCexit Generator

Flour 1530 10 60 20 1.16 1.3 T32

experimental study, we chose to set a 4-mm gap between 187

the plates, where a reasonably two-dimensional evolution is 188

observed. We also checked that the space between the plates 189

remained constant during the experiments. Some thin wedges 190

were inserted between the plates and near the center to prevent 191

the top plate to bend under its weight. Then, to be sure that 192

the gap stayed constant under shock loading, we visualized 193

the motion of the top plate. The maximum amplitude of the 194

deformation was less than 10% (about 0.4 mm) of the gap 195

width for the first oscillation and then relaxed very quickly. 196

C. Influence of the pressure pulse profile 197

In order to better identify the origin of the formation 198

and selection of the jets, we consider other experiments 199

with different pressure stimuli. Indeed, with the shock tube 200
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FIG. 3. (Color online) x-t diagram showing the position of the ex-
ternal particle front and the jet head relative to the center of the particle
ring, exposed to a 1.16 Mach number shock wave, for the T32 impulse
load. The particle material is flour.

facility, the pressure pulse in the particle cloud corresponds201

to a blast wave and various waves reflections occur inside202

the tube, resulting in oscillations. In order to remove these203

oscillations and consider a simpler pressure signal, the shock204

tube is replaced by a tank that is 100 mm in diameter. The205

corresponding volume is 50 times larger than that of the T32206

shock tube. It is made of a driver section only, directly fitted207

beneath the Hele-Shaw cell. A schematic representation of208

the T100 tank is shown in Fig. 1(b). The modification of the209

experimental facility changes the overpressure profile versus210

time at the center of the particle ring and makes it constant211

after the pressure jump, as seen in the top part of Fig. 5.212

It shows a comparison between the different overpressure213

conditions to which the particle ring is submitted. Although214

these two pressure shapes clearly differ, we observe that the215

jet formation during the solid particle dispersal in both cases is216

very similar. Indeed, the presence of the various perturbations,217

i.e., Ji , J st
e , J lt

e , are all observed quasi-identically. Moreover,218

the number of particle jets is similar in both cases. As we219

can see in Fig. 5 on pictures taken from t = 0 to t = 3 ms,220

0 20 40 60 80 100 120
10

20

30

40

50

Flour particles

N
j

t (ms)

Ji Je
lt Je

vlt

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the number of jets Nj (Ji , J lt
e , and J vlt

e )
obtained in the case of a ring of flour accelerated by an incident 1.16
Mach number shock wave.

TABLE II. Initial experimental conditions where ρp , �p , Dext,
e, Msw, and �PCexit are the material density (in kg/m3), the particle
diameter (in μm), the ring external diameter (in mm), the particle
layer thickness (in mm), the incident shock wave Mach number, and
the initial overpressure load peak (in bars), respectively.

Particles ρp �p Dext e Msw �PCexit Generator

Flour 1530 10 60 20 1.40 3.5 T32

130 cm 130 cm

t=0 ms t=0 ms

t=3 ms t=3 ms

t=12 ms t=6 ms

t=36 ms t=15 ms
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e
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Blast waveT32#026
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Sustained shock waveT100#003

FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison between particle jet devel-
opment obtained for two different pressure pulses. The left column
shows the evolution of a flour particle ring submitted to a blast wave
(T32). The right column shows the evolution of the same particle ring
submitted to a sustained shock wave (T100). In both cases, the initial
overpressure peaks measured in the center of the rings were 2 bars.
Similar phenomenon are observed in both cases.
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TABLE III. Initial experimental conditions where ρp , �p , Dext,
e, Msw, and �PCexit are the material density (in kg/m3), the
particle diameter (in μm), the ring external diameter (in mm),
the particle layer thickness (in mm), the incident shock wave
Mach number, and the initial overpressure load peak (in bars),
respectively.

Particles ρp �p Dext e Msw �PCexit Generator

Polystyrene 1050 10–250 60 20 1.37 2 T32

the particle expansion velocity seems to be quite the same.221

But later, as time goes on, particle jets develop faster for the222

shock wave configuration (T100) than for the blast wave (T32)223

one. Note that the duration of the pressure positive phase is224

about 3 ms for the T32 excitation and more than 20 ms for the225

T100 case. Consequently, the expansion velocity of the particle226

ring decreases for the T32 case but remains constant for the227

T100 case. In addition, the jet selection is already achieved228

before 2 ms (Ji are visible). Consequently, even if the particles229

in the T32 experiments continue moving with their inertia230

after 3 ms while particles in the T100 experiments continue231

their acceleration, the number of particle jets is early fixed to232

24 ± 1 jets in both experiments. We can conclude that the par-233

ticle jet selection is not correlated to the shape of the234

pressure pulse and, in particular, to the presence of pressure235

oscillations.236

D. Influence of the particle diameter237

Experiments have been carried out for polystyrene spheres238

with different diameters ranging from 10 to 250 μm. This239

was done with the experimental conditions summarized in240

Table III. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the number of particle241

jets Nj , determined at early times, as a function of the particle242

diameter �p. It shows that the early time number of particle243

jets is independent of the particle diameter, in agreement with244

the previous observations done with liquids and powders [12].245

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
0

20

40

60

80

100
Polystyrene spheres

N
j

Φ
p (µm)

FIG. 6. Number of particle jets Nj at early times (Ji) versus the
particle diameter �p determined in the case of an incident shock wave
of 1.37 Mach number (�PCexit = 2bars ± 0.4 bar).
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Number of particle jets Nj (Ji or J lt
e ) versus

the initial overpressure peak in the center of the particle ring �PCexit

obtained for flour and polystyrene spheres of 10 μm in diameter.
The density of flour particles and polystyrene spheres are 1530 and
1050 kg/m3, respectively.

E. Influence of the initial pressure impulse 246

and density of particles 247

A series of experiments conducted with the T32 blast-wave 248

generator has been carried out for different initial overpressure 249

peaks (ranging from 0.5 to 4.1 bars) and two different 250

particle materials (flour particle and polystyrene spheres with 251

a material density of 1530 and 1050 kg/m3, respectively, and 252

particle diameter of 10 μm). The same particle ring dimensions 253

(external and internal diameter of 60 and 20 mm, respectively) 254

were set. 255

We have plotted in Fig. 7 the number of particle jets Nj 256

(for Ji = J lt
e ) as a function of the initial overpressure peak at 257

the center of the particle ring �PCexit for each configuration. 258

This graph confirms that the number of particle jets, after 259

the impulsive acceleration, increases with the initial pressure 260

pulse amplitude. We can see that for both particle materials, 261

the number of jets evolution presents the same asymptotic 262

tendency for low-pressure loads. Moreover, Fig. 7 clearly 263

points out the influence of the material density on the number of 264

jets. For an identical initial overpressure pulse imposed to the 265

ring of particles, the number of jets increases when the material 266

density decreases. In order to merge all the experimental 267

points on the same curve, we have represented in Fig. 8 the 268

number of jets Nj versus the overpressure �PCexit multiplied 269

and divided respectively by the ratio of material densities R: 270

R = ρflour/ρpolystyrene. It puts in evidence that the number of 271

jets is inversely proportional to the material density. Fit curves 272

have been obtained using the following relationships, based on 273

the work of Ripley et al. for dry powders: Nj = CP k , where 274

C and k are constant parameters and P is the flow pressure. 275

We have sightly modified this relation in order to better fit the 276

present experimental results as Nj = C0 + C�P k
Cexit

, where 277

C0, C, and k are constant parameters and �PCexit is the initial 278

overpressure peak at the center of the particle ring. Based 279

on the present experimental data, the correlation takes the 280

following form: Nj R = 22 + 3.35(�PCexit/R)2.1. In addition, 4281

003000-5
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Number of particle jets Nj (Ji or J lt
e )

multiplied by the ratio of material densities R versus the initial
overpressure peak �PCexit divided by R. The fit curve equation is
NjR = 22 + 3.35(�PCexit/R)2.1.

it shows that the number of particle jets is dependent to282

the particle layer acceleration. Until now, experiments were283

conducted for a particle layer thickness of 20 mm and an284

external ring diameter of 60 mm. Another experiment has285

been carried out for an identical particle layer thickness but286

an external ring diameter of 90 mm. Thus, in order to be287

able to compare all these experiments in a same graph, we288

have normalized the (Nj R) axis by the initial ring perimeter289

per. Consequently, the Nj R variable is expressed per unit290

length. Figure 9 represents (Nj R)/per as a function of the291

particle layer acceleration, deduced from the experimental292

reconstructed trajectories, between 0 and 3.5 ms, fitted by293

following equation: (Nj R)/per = 128.5 + 0.14γ 2.6, where γ294

represents the particle cloud acceleration. As we can see, the295

experimental points for both flour and polystyrene spheres296

and for both 60 and 90 mm external diameter are merged,297

as shown in Fig. 9. Then we can conclude that the num-298

ber of particle jets (Ji and J lt
e ) is directly linked to the299

external perimeter and to the initial acceleration of the particle300

layer.301
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FIG. 9. (Color online) (NjR)/per versus the particle layer accel-
eration between 0 to 3.5 ms. The fit curve equation is (NjR)/per =
128.5 + 0.14γ 2.6.

IV. CONCLUSION 302

An experimental study of particle jet formation associated 303

to the motion of a granular material subjected to blast or shock 304

waves has been conducted in a Hele-Shaw cell. The effects 305

of particle diameter, pressure load, particle density, and ring 306

size have been studied. From high-speed visualizations, we 307

observe that particle jets form first inside the particle ring 308

before being expelled outside. It also appears that the jet 309

selection mechanism which takes place at very early times 310

(Ji) seems to be independent of both the pressure pulse shape 311

and the particle diameter. It is pointed out that the number of 312

jets increases with the pressure load, and consequently with the 313

initial acceleration, following a power law of the form NjR = 314

C0 + C(�PCexit/R)k . In addition, it is shown that the jet 315

number decreases with the increase of the material density and 316

remains proportional to the ring external perimeter following 317

a power law of the form (NjR)/per = 128.5 + 0.14γ 2.6. 5318
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